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THE STORY OF THE
MONEY PRINTING MACHINE
This is quite a well-known story. Please take time to read it through carefully. It’s a great ‘energy 
creator’ and will help you think about the type of business you should aim to build and how you 
treat the time you spend working.

So here goes… imagine this...

Suppose, just for arguments sake, that your aim is to make £105,600 this year in order for you 
to live a nice enjoyable life, spend quality time with your friends and family and afford you a few 
nice luxuries.

Now imagine I gave you a machine which printed £5 notes. Money which is current legal tender 
and yours to treat as your business income.

Image I also gave you all the training you need to operate the machine, all the support you 
need just in-case it breaks down and a list of suppliers where you can order the paper, ink and 
those thin metallic strips. In a nutshell, everything you need to make money.

Imagine your money printing machine is down in your garage right now and all you need to do is 
load the paper, pull a few heavy levers and press a few buttons after which out pops a crisp £5 
pound note. There’s just one restriction, only you can operate the machine... it will be coded to 
your thumb print so you cannot delegate the task to an assistant.

The operating process, although physically demanding, only takes five minutes. In other words, 
it takes you five minutes to produce one £5 pound note.
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There’s one little twist. At some point in time I will come back and take the machine away. I 
won’t give you any warning when this will be. You might have the machine for a whole year, or 
it could be just a few months. You have the machine right now...but for how long, I’m not going 
to tell you.

What would you do…?

Well a bit of maths would quickly tell you that in order for you to reach your income target 
figure of £105,600... the figure, remember, which will allow you to live an enjoyable life and 
afford you a few nice luxuries throughout the year, you’ll have to work 40 hours week for 44 
weeks a year to produce the 21,120 £5 notes you need.

Well...that’s not too bad is it? I mean you get 8 weeks off a year and there’s no need to work 
weekends to generate your £105,600.

In short, you have a system... which providing you put in a little effort... will allow you to 
generate the income you desire... but you’re going to have to IMPLEMENT it...

So, what would you do…?

Well it’s an odds-on certainty that you would spend your entire first day in your garage (even if 
it had no windows and was cold and damp) just loading the paper, pulling those levers and 
pressing those buttons over and over and over.

You might start to deeply resent taking breaks.

You might find yourself running inside to the toilet and dashing back out again scared of wasting 
one precious second when you could be operating the machine and making money.

I’m betting you wouldn’t take leisurely hour-long lunch breaks. Instead you would dash into the 
kitchen, grab two slices of bread, slap some cheese in the middle and sprint down to the 
garage and back to the machine. With the lever in one hand and pressing buttons with the 
other, you would eat and work at the same time.

You might even find it difficult to stop at the end of the day thinking: “Just another hour, then I 
will clock off for the day.” 5pm... 6pm... passes until you decide that’s enough for today...it’s time 
to spend some time with your family and friends.

Eventually the pile of money grows inexorably larger around you... £10,000... £20,000... £30,000... 
and your bank balance increases every month.

Until eventually your 44 weeks have passed and by implementing a system you achieved 
your £105,600 figure. You’ve had the time and the financial freedom to enjoy family holidays 
and meals out with friends...your year has been a success and life is rewarding and FUN.

Nice story…? Nice thought, isn’t it…?

You know, if you really did have a money-printing machine there is no way you’d slack off. No 
way would you miss out on reaching your goal. It’s that image I want you to ingrain in your mind 
when you are building your own business.
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Facebook Partnership Profits Twitter Linkedin YouTube

P.S. Join my private FREE Facebook Group - 
Partnership Profits and ask me whatever you need.

Why…? Because, at the end of the day, your business is your very own money-printing machine 
and, when you get the basics right, follow a proven system, take good advice and you enjoy the 
business you’re building you absolutely can achieve the lifestyle you desire.

Since 2008 I’ve gone through the process of discovering, learning and building my ‘money 
machine’ business. It’s a business that affords me the lifestyle I desire and, whilst I have to put 
some effort in, I can work from almost anywhere just as long as I can get online! 

Whilst I might be a little bias, I believe my business it’s actually better than owning ‘money 
machine’ as I’m able to outsource tasks to make my life easier and allow me time freedom.

If you’d like I can show you exactly how I build an income stream for my business in a step-by-
step series you can read, watch and copy. I’ll even be there to hold your hand and ensure you 
make it a success.

Sound good? If so, CLICK HERE and claim your place on my FREE training programme.
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